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Introduction 
 
Due to the significant technological importance of lithium ion (Li-ion) batteries, 
extensive research effort is currently being directed towards understanding and improving 
their performance and properties (1).  Fundamental studies in this research area have 
focused predominately on electrode materials (2-4) with relatively limited effort directed 
at Li-ion electrolytes, especially with respect to solvent–salt interactions (5).  
 

 
 

Figure 1.  Cartoon depicting three general categories of solvent–salt interactions. 
 
In an electrolyte, solvent–salt interactions are commonly characterized as falling into 
three general groups: solvent-separated ion pair (SSIP), contact ion pair (CIP), and 
aggregates (AGG) (7).  Figure 1 is a cartoon depicting simplified versions of the three 
types of solvent–salt interactions.  A SSIP consists of individually solvated ions and is 
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smaller than a CIP or AGG.  In an electrolyte, the preferred solvation is a SSIP for two 
simple reasons: size and charge.  The smaller volume displacement of solvent–salt in a 
SSIP means it will have a greater diffusion coefficient than CIPs or AGGs.  Additionally, 
CIPs and AGGs have charge balancing ions in close proximity.  The charge balance in 
CIPs and AGGs limits efficiency of charge transport as compared to SSIP. 
 
The most commonly used lithium salts in battery electrolytes have anions with broadly 
delocalized negative charge.  Lithium bis((trifluoromethyl)sulonyl)imide (LiTFSI) has 
recently been shown to be a promising salt for Li-ion batteries due to its good 
conductivity in many electrolyte solvents and its excellent electrochemical and chemical 
stability.  Interestingly, the structurally similar salt, lithium trifluoromethanesulfonate 
(LiTf), while having similar electrochemical and chemical stability, exhibits poor 
conductivity in common battery solvents (6).  The reasons for the conductivity 
differences between the LiTFSI and LiTf salts are not clearly understood, but they 
undoubtedly are due to differences in the solvent–salt interactions of the two anions.  We 
postulate that the LiTf is more associative, and as such this leads to a greater fraction of 
the solvent–salt interactions being CIPs and AGGs over a SSIP, which is the optimal 
solvate for charge transport. 
 
This work is part of a larger effort focused on understanding the impact of salt structure 
on solvent–salt interactions.  In this portion of the overall effort we have focused on the 
solvation and phase behavior of LiTf in several solvents: ethylene carbonate (EC), 
gamma-butyrolactone (GBL), and propylene carbonate (PC). 

 
Figure 2.  Stack plot of thermograms from analysis of neat EC and EC–LiTf mixtures.  
Molar compositions are listed along the right-side y-axis (EC:Li+).  Only the final 
heating trace of 5 °C/min for all data shown. 
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Our experimental approach involves three analytical technologies.  Differential scanning 
calorimetry (DSC) is applied to gain insight into the phase behavior of solvent–salt 
mixtures.  Raman spectroscopic analysis of solvent–LiTf mixtures enables exploration of 
solution phase associations and allows us to categorize the solvates into three 
subgroupngs: SSIP, CIP, and AGG.  Finally, the phase behavior information is used to 
identify molar ratios where it is possible to prepare single phase crystals for interrogation 
by X-ray diffraction.  X-ray data yields unambiguous structural information.  In relating 
all three data sets we gain insight into the solvation and phase behavior of the target 
solvent–LiTf mixtures. 

 
Figure 3.  Phase diagram of EC–LiTf.  Note the beak in the x-axis between 0.5 and 1.0.  
The vertical line at 0.5 represents a 1:1 solvate of EC:LiTf. 
 
Results and Discussion 
 
Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) 
 
Mixtures of EC–LiTf were analyzed with the aid of DSC to determine phase behavior.  
Figure 2 contains a set of thermograms that demonstrate the phase transitions we have so 
far detected.  In the uppermost thermogram, neat EC, one sees the clearly defined melting 
transition of the pure solvent at 37 °C.  Proceeding down the stack plot are mixtures of 
increasing concentrations of LiTf.  Initially, the melting point of EC is depressed to 33 °C 
and we see the emergence of an additional peak at 24 °C.  This lower temperature event 
is consistent with a phase transition of an EC–LiTf eutectic (8).  The phase transition 
remains nearly constant as the concentration of LiTf increases.  In addition to the 
emergence of the peak at 24 °C, one also notes the decrease in amplitude of the EC 
melting peak with increase in concentration of LiTf.  The shift in peak size is attributed to 
more EC being associated with the eutectic composition(s) of EC–LiTf.  In the 
thermogram of EC:LiTf at 8:1, the EC melting peak is a barely perceptible shoulder on 
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the phase transition peak associated with the EC–LiTf eutectic.  Interestingly, only in the 
highest concentration is a peak at 123 °C observed.  We attribute this peak to the melting 
of a 1:1 solvate of EC–LiTf as determined by x-ray crystallography (see below). 
 
Thermal events revealed through DSC analysis are plotted in Figure 3 to generate a phase 
diagram of the EC–LiTf mixtures.  All mixtures examined were solid at room 
temperature.  The more dilute mixtures, Li < 0.1, show 2 thermal events: the melting of 
EC and a phase transition for a eutectic of EC–LiTf.  Mixtures between 0.1 and 0.23 Li 
show a single phase transition for an EC–LiTf eutectic.  Mixtures more concentrated the 
0.23 Li again show multiple thermal events: one for an EC–LiTf eutectic and a second 
higher temperature event corresponding to a 1:1 solvate. 
 

 
 
Figure 4.  Stack plot of DSC thermograms from analysis of various GBL:LiTf systems.  
Right y-axis labels indicate the mole ratios of GBL:LiTf going from least to most 
concentrated, top to bottom.  Only final heating curves are shown as samples were 
annealed with different temperature programs.  Data were collected at 5 °C/min from –
150 °C to the maximum temperature.  Endothermic events are plotted as positive peaks. 
 
Thermograms obtained from DSC analysis of systems of GBL–LiTf are shown in Figure 
4 as a stack plot.  Inset in the upper left corner of Figure 1 is a y-axis scale bar.  Right y-
axis values correspond to the composition of the sample analyzed to generate the 
thermogram aligned with the label.  Three distinct concentration regimes give rise to 
differing system response under thermal perturbation. 
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In the upper-most thermograms, where lithium cation concentrations are lowest, the 
melting transition of GBL shifts to more negative temperatures due to freezing point 
depression.  In the thermogram of neat GBL, is a single well defined peak at –42.7 °C 
that corresponds to the solid–liquid phase transition of the pure solvent.  As LiTf salt is 
added to the GBL solvent, the melting peak shifts to more negative temperatures and 
becomes broader. 
 
The middle four thermograms, concentrations between 5.00:1 and 2.56:1 GBL:LiTf 
(mole:mole), do not display any melting transitions.  Instead, a concentration dependent 
glass transition (Tg) is detected.  This range of concentrations wherein only a Tg is 
detected is known as a crystallinity gap (18).  Starting from the most dilute sample of 
5.00:1 GBL:LiTf (mole:mole), the Tg increases linearly from –116 to –87.5 °C with 
respect to mole fraction of LiTf in the sample. 
 
Thermograms obtained from measurement of systems with concentrations greater than 
2.56:1 GBL:LiTf (mole:mole) show multiple peaks arising from interesting solvent–salt 
interactions.  The thermogram obtained from analysis of the most concentrated system 
(1.47:1) shows a well defined endothermic peak at 111 °C.  We have identified this peak 
as arising from the melting of a 1:1 solvate.  A crystal of the 1:1 solvate was successfully 
grown and measured with the aid of X-ray diffraction.  The crystal structure of the 
solvate reveals that 6 LiTf ion pair are coordinated to 6 GBL solvent molecules.  Li 
cations are found in a tetrahedral coordination environment consisting oxygen atom lone 
pair electrons, one from the carbonyl oxygen of the GBL and three from separate Tf 
anions.  This is also sometimes referred to as an aggregate II (AGGII) structure as the Tf 
anions act as bridging ligands between three separate Li cations (9). 
 

 
Figure 5.  Phase diagram for GBL:LiCF3SO3 systems.  Open circles represent peaks in a 
thermogram, X marks the Tg, and line indicate melting. 
 
The phase diagram for the GBL:LiCF3SO3 systems is shown in Figure 5.  Melting 
transitions are shown as lines.  At low salt concentrations there is a linear relationship 



between the melting point of a mixture and mole fraction of the lithium salt.  In the 
middle region of the diagram is the crystallinity gap where no peaks are detected in the 
DSC analysis.  Sample having a greater mole fraction of lithium salt than those in the 
crystallinity gap show the typical curved liquidous line in addition to more complex 
behavior as denoted by the many peaks that were detected. 
 
Presented in Figure 6 are thermograms obtained from the DSC analyses of different 
mixtures of PC–LiCF3SO3.  Neat PC data is plotted in the bottom thermogram.  It is 
interesting that only neat PC gives evidence of a melting event.  The DSC thermograms 
for the various PC–LiCF3SO3 mixtures exhibit only a single glass transition (Tg) 
occurring between –125 and –25 oC.  Tg increases as the concentration of LiCF3SO3 
increases.  Considering that as the system becomes more concentrated one could expect a 
greater degree of association between solvated ions, it is reasonable that the Tg increases 
with increasing salt concentration. 
 

 
 
Figure 6. Thermograms from the analysis of different molar ratios of PC–LiCF3SO3. 
Exothermic events are positive. Samples were initially equilibrated at –150 °C and then 
heated at 5 °C/min.  On the right y-axis are the concentrations of each mixture. 
 
A phase diagram was constructed from the data obtained by DSC (Figure 7).  The only 
occurrence of a melting event is from analysis of neat PC.  For all other mixtures 
measured, only a single glass transition takes place.  The Tg increases linearly with mole 
fraction of LiCF3SO3.  
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Figure 7. Phase diagram of PC–LiCF3SO3 derived from thermal analysis of various 
mixtures. The open circle indicates the melting temperature of neat PC. Large X’s mark 
the Tg‘s at different mole fractions. 
 
Work with racemic PC, mixtures of PC with LiTf, with the exception of neat PC, DSC 
results indicated that only glass transitions occur at all molar ratios evaluated.  No first-
order or solid-solid phase transitions were detected when analyzing mixture containing 
racemic PC(3).  However, when LiTf mixtures with enantiomerically pure PC were 
analyzed, first-order and solid-solid phase transitions were observed.  Additionally, the 
existence of a 1:1 molar ratio solvate in the most concentrated mixtures was detected 
(Figures 8 and 9). 
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Figure 8.  Phase diagram of LiTf in enantiomerically pure PC(R). Open circles represent 
phase transitions that are either solid-solid or solid-liquid. X’s mark temperature, 
composition data where a glass transition was detected. 
 

 
Figure 9. Phase diagram of LiTf in enantiomerically pure PC(S). Open circles represent 
phase transitions that are either solid–solid or solid–liquid. X’s mark 
temperature,composition data where a glass transition was detected. 



Raman Spectroscopy 
 
Probing the mixtures of EC–LiTf with the aid of Raman spectroscopy provides insight 
into solvation.  Figure 10 contains a stack plot of spectra from the Raman spectroscopic 
analysis of three different molar ratios of EC–LiTf; 1.95:1, 2.26:1 and 3.36:1.  
Assignments of the symmetric (CF3) deformation as related to a particular solvate 
association in glyme–LiTf mixtures were characterized by  Frech and coworkers (11).  
By analogy, the peak at 773 cm–1 is attributed to the presence of AGGII association of the 
Tf– anion.  An AGGII is a solvate where the anion acts as a bridging ligand between three 
different Li+ cations.  At 764 cm–1 is a peak associated with an AGGI solvate.  In an 
AGGI solvate the anion, Tf–, acts as a bidentate bridging ligand between two cations, Li+.  
The signature spectral response of a CIP occurs at 760 cm–1.  SSIP would appear at ~755 
cm–1 if present. As there is no peak visible at 755 cm–1, we conclude that LiTf does not 
form detectable amounts of SSIP when dissolved in EC at the molar ratios investigated in 
this study to date. 
 

 
 
Figure 10.  Stack plot of Raman spectra collected at 75 °C for 3 different molar ratios of 
EC–LiCF3SO3. 
 
Figure 10 contains data from temperature dependent Raman analysis and a thermogram 
obtained from measurement of a 2.04:1 GBL:LiTf (mole:mole) sample.  The thermogram 
is plotted with the y-axis temperatures aligned to the temperature of data collection for 
Raman spectra.  Endothermic events are plotted as positive in the x-direction.  The 
sample was initially cooled to –100 °C and equilibrated prior to Raman data collection.  
After a spectrum was collected the sample was heated in 25 °C increments at 10 °C/min, 
equilibrated at the new working temperature, and analyzed by Raman spectroscopy. 
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Figure 11.  Stack plot of temperature dependent Raman spectra on left with a 
thermogram plotted to the right.  Data were obtained from analyses of a 2.04:1 GBL:LiTf 
(mole:mole).  The right y-axis label corresponds to both the temperature a Raman 
spectrum was collected at and the temperature axis for the thermogram.  Endothermic 
peaks in the thermogram are plotted as positive in the x-direction. 
 
There is excellent agreement between the thermogram and Raman data in Figure 11.  
Raman spectra from analysis at –100 and –75 °C are similar.  Correspondingly, there is 
only a small deflection from baseline in the thermogram and therefore no substantial 
change was expected in solvent–salt coordination.  However, upon heating the sample 
from –75 to –50 °C, there are both dramatic changes in the Raman spectra and a sharp 
endothermic event in the DSC thermogram.  Raman data collect at or below –75 °C show 
a single peak at 1067 cm–1.  The appearance of a well defined peak at 1056 cm–1 in the 
spectrum collected at –50 °C is indicative of a change in coordination of the Tf anion.  
Upon heating the sample from –50 to –25 °C there is only a slight shift to lower 
wavenumber for both peaks seen in the –50 °C spectrum which corresponds to a lack of 
peaks in detected in the DSC analysis.  Upon further heating of the sample from –25 to 
0 °C, we again find in a dramatic change in Raman signature in agreement with data 
obtained from calorimetric analysis.  The peak a 1056 cm–1 is greatly diminished which 
again indicates a change in coordination of the Tf anion. 
 
Raman spectra from analysis of PC–LiCF3SO3 mixtures are displayed in Figure 12.  The 
Raman scattering from analysis of neat PC is the uppermost spectrum which has no 
response. Spectra are stacked with neat PC at the top and increasing concentration of 
LiCF3SO3 going down.  The bottom spectrum is that of neat LiCF3SO3.  
 



Working from the bottom to the top, one can see the unperturbed peak for the δ(CF3) 
deformation obtained from analysis of the pure salt.  As solvent is added to the sample, 
the peaks are shifted to smaller wavenumbers.  The response associated with AGGII is the 
greatest at high salt concentration but quickly loses magnitude as solvent molar ratio 
increases.  Clear spectral response arising from the presence of CIP appears at 3.56:1 
mole ratio and become the dominant peak as mixtures become more dilute.  SSIP remain 
a minor component even in the most dilute systems. 
 
These data correlate well with the previously discussed DSC data.  The smallest addition 
of salt to the PC solvent results in loss of the endothermic melting event.  As the mixtures 
become more concentrated in salt, the Tg shifts to higher values.  This is reasonable in 
that systems with higher salt concentrations are more aggregated and thus will require 
more thermal energy to overcome the Tg. 
 

 
 
Figure 12. Stack plot of Raman spectra collected at 25 oC.  Vertical dashed lines indicate 
the regions where specific δ(CF3) deformations occur.  Inset along the top x-axis are the 
solvate categories associated with a spectral region.  Along the right y-axis are the molar 
ratios of the mixtures (PC:LiCF3SO3). 
 
We also investigated the change in solvate population with respect to change in 
temperature.  Figure 13 is an example of one data set where the molar ratio is fixed and 
temperature is varied.  Three solvates are detected; SSIP, CIP, and AGGI.  The relative 
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amounts of each solvate category changes with temperature.  Assuming that each solvate 
has an equitable Raman scattering response function, we deconvolute the contribution 
from each type of solvate and generate a plot which displays how the relative population 
of a solvate changes with temperature, Figure 14. 
 
Our data indicate that mixtures of PC–LiCF3SO3 do not crystallize.  Additionally, even 
the most dilute mixtures do not have an appreciable population of SSIP but rather tend 
towards CIP.  Previous work with mixtures of LiCF3SO3 prepared in the structurally 
similar solvents -butyrolactone or ethylene carbonate yielded very different results.  In 
these solvent–salt mixtures we detected first order phase transitions.  Additionally, we 
were able to isolate single crystals of AGGII category solvates which were subsequently 
characterized with the aid of x-ray diffraction. 
 

 
 
Figure 13. Stack plot of temperature dependent shifts in Raman spectra for a PC–
LiCF3SO3 21.3:1 mole ratio sample.  The temperature at which each spectrum was 
recorded is listed along the right y-axis. 
 
In trying to understand the behavior being demonstrated by the ions in PC, we have to 
start with the fact that PC is chiral.  The PC used in this study was a racemic mixture of 
both R and S enantiomers.  The vastly different behavior noted in mixtures where PC is 
the solvent is due to the presence of both isomers of PC.  Polarimetric analysis of the 
solvent yielded no net optical rotation indicating that the PC was indeed a binary solvent 
comprised of equal amounts of both isomers, as expected.  The additional disorder in PC–
LiCF3SO3 mixtures arising from the structural difference between the R and S isomers 
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provides a possible explanation for why PC behaves differently than GBL–LiCF3SO3 and 
EC–LiCF3SO3 mixtures.   
 

 
Figure 14.  Relative populations of different solvates detected in a 21.3:1 mole ratio 
mixture of PC–LiCF3SO3 plotted as a function of temperature. 
 
Analysis of PC–LiTf mixtures revealed the presence of all four categories of solvation. It 
was also shown that the relative amounts of each type of solvate detected would differ 
depending upon the temperature and concentration of the mixture. Figure 15 displays a 
typical Raman spectrum with the full range of data collected. Figure 16 is extracted data 
from Figure 3 where only the region of the (CF3) deformation is detected. 
 
Extracted data were processed by the instrument software to fit the signal to the solvation 
categories: SSIP, CIP, AGGII, and AGGI. Data were fit to a mix of Lorentzian-Gaussian 
curves. In order to fit the data some assumptions were made. One was that the previous 
work by Frech et al. is applicable to the present study. Another assumption is that the 
scattering response that arises from each solvate is equal. Applying the assumptions, the 
data are deconvoluted and plotted to show the relative populations of each kind of solvate. 
The solvates present within a mixture changes with temperature.  Figure 17 displays a set 
of Raman deconvolution data for a 9.96 molar ratio system. 
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Figure 15. Raman spectrum of a 9.96 mole ratio PC(R):Li (χLi = 0.091) collected at 0 °C. 
 

 
Figure 16. Raman spectrum of a 9.96 mole ratio PC(R):Li (χLi = 0.091) collected at 0 °C 
expanded to display the region of the (CF3) deformation. Dashed lines indicate regions 
which correspond to the Raman scattering response of the four types of solvates. 
Annotations across the top of the spectrum indicate where the solvate response occurs. 
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Figure 17. Deconvolution data for a mixture of PC(R)-LiTf at 9.96 molar ratio (χLi = 
0.091). The symbols in the plot: ○, □, and ♦ mark the relative populations of SSIP, CIP, 
and AGGI, respectively. 
 
Presenting the data as in Figure 17 reveals something about the nature of the model 
electrolyte PC(R)–LiTf. The CIP represents the main solvation state at low temperatures. 
At temperatures above –50 °C, CIP begins to decrease as SSIP and AGGI increase. It is 
likely that the entropy of the system is driving these changes in solvation but further work 
is needed. 
 
X-ray Diffraction 
 
Phase behavior of LiTf mixtures in EC, GBL, and PC(R) indicated the presence of a 
solvate with a melting temperature between ~120 and 150 °C. Single crystals of each of 
these high melting solvates were isolated from a mixtures of nearly 1:1 molar ratio of 
solvent to salt.  Figures 18, 19, and 20 display the results of the X-ray diffraction analysis.  
Lithium ions are coordinated to oxygen atoms from both solvent and Tf-anions.  The 
carbonyl-O of EC is the coordination site of the solvent.  Anions act as tridentate bridging 
ligands coordinated to three separate Li-cations.  All of the crystals fall into the AGGII 
crystal structure category. 
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Figure 18.  Crystal structure of EC–LiTf, 1:1 molar ratio, AGGII structure category. 

 
 

 
Figure 19. Crystal structure of EC–LiTf, 1:1 molar ratio, AGGII structure category. 

 
 



 
Figure 20. Crystal structure of PC(R)–LiTf, 1:1 molar ratio, AGGII structure category. 

 
Conclusion 
 
Thermal analysis of the various solvent–LiTf mixtures revealed the phase behavior of the 
model electrolytes was strongly dependent on solvent symmetry.  The point groups of the 
solvents were (in order from high to low symmetry): C2V for EC, CS for GBL, and C1 for 
PC(R).  The low symmetry solvents exhibited a crystallinity gap that increased as solvent 
symmetry decreased; no gap was observed for EC–LiTf, while a crystallinity gap was 
observed spanning 0.15 to 0.3 mole fraction for GBL–LiTf, and 0.1 to 0.33 mole fraction 
for PC(R)–LiTF mixtures.  Raman analysis demonstrated the dominance of aggregated 
species in almost all solvent compositions.  The AGG and CIP solvates represent the 
majority of the species in solutions for the more concentrated mixtures, and only in very 
dilute compositions does the SSIP solvate exist in significant amounts.  Thus, the poor 
charge transport characteristics of CIP and AGG account for the low conductivity and 
transport properties of LiTf and explain why is a poor choice as a source of Li+ ions in a 
Li-ion battery. 
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